Editorial
Maritime history got a boost in early October, just prior to the local government
elections, when the then (and now returned) Lord Mayor of Melbourne Robert
Doyle publicly committed on ABC radio to the establishment of a historic maritime
vessels area within Docklands. I hope that Warwick Turner was listening from
above when this occurred. Without his vision and gently pushing, assisted by
others, this idea of a historic ships precinct at Docklands might have never floated
(pardon the pun).
Commitment to vision has been a constant theme in the life of the Wattle and
BSMM. From Warwick Turner’s rescue of Wattle in 1971, Leigh Doeg’s acquisition
and transfer of the ship to Melbourne and the establishment of the Victorian Steamship Association in the
later 1970’s, to the present with Sorrento Steam supporting BSMM volunteers to undertake a long term
ship saving restoration, commitment to a vision has been a constant.
As Wattle approaches a “steaming” state our vision is beginning to shift from restoration to operations.
Part of that operational vision depends on the Lord Mayor following through with his historic ships precinct
commitment at Docklands. In the meantime we at BSMM will get on with the job of obtaining survey, staff
training and exploring markets.
Please note the 2016 Annual General Meeting of BSMM Ltd for Saturday 26 November at 11.00
am at North Wharf. Full notice of meeting and nomination forms are on page 12.

From the Bridge
Tony Lewis Chairman of the BSMM Board
We are now well established in what are probably the best premises we have ever
had – organised workplaces and storage, plenty of light and power, a dedicated
office and library and reasonable convenience to the ship and to facilities.
Unfortunately, as I reported in Steamlines in April, getting to this point and setting
ourselves up have cost us time – 18 to 20 weekends’ work have been lost and as a consequence, our
likely time of return to service has been pushed out, into the New Year. We are now planning to raise
steam and begin trials early in 2017 while we finish the cosmetic work necessary to complete the
project. This is a disappointment to all concerned, not least to our sponsors Sorrento Steam whose support
and forbearance is much appreciated. Their reward and ours in seeing Wattle steam again is within sight.
We just need to keep going for the last little bit.
The Board is about to implement a change in the way we organize our work to reflect the changes
arising as we near completion: we are moving to the concept of team leaders and teams of volunteers
dedicated to specific “Small Jobs”, e.g. above-deck painting, galley fit-out, etc. This is seen as a more
efficient way of working now that the “Big Job” of getting the ship back in the water is accomplished and
the “Small Jobs” are identifiable.
The “Big Job” has been project managed since 2009 by John Kovak, Anthony Mansfield, Peter Batey and
lately by acting project manager and Board member Howard Mumford who took over when Peter was
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absent overseas. We owe a great debt of gratitude to all of these for their sterling efforts and also to our
volunteers for their readiness to follow the project managers’ instructions and get us to where we are today.
A review of achievements since the project started in 2009 makes for impressive reading. Apart from the
“Big Job”, some of the things we have achieved this year include extensive de-scaling, repair, preparation
and painting of many parts of the ship – engine room, galley, deck, heads, engine room skylights, bilge
areas, bulwarks, superstructure (painting above deck can be completed now that better weather is here),
re-installation of rudder/tiller, overhaul of steering engine, all shipside valves, fuel oil and sea water
circulating pumps (main fire pump is currently being overhauled), boiler valves, all main bearings, both
cross head bearings and LP cylinder bearing and deflections taken, replacement and refitting of LP piston
cylinder rod, requisite steam pipe pressure testing, commencement of passenger seating, commencement
of electrical works and installation of diesel generator, many items of woodwork (re-installation of bulwark
cappings, re-furbishing steering engine cover, commencement of wheelhouse lining and cabinetry,
navigation light screens), refurbishment of the helm stand, steering system and windlass. The list goes on,
all a tribute to our efforts.
An initiative introduced in February was the email issue to all active volunteers of a weekly bulletin “Board
Shorts”. This is a means of improving communication, informing and organising tasks for the coming
working bee, advising of contractors’ works for the past week, providing social chatter and keeping
volunteers up-to-date, especially with things like whose turn it is to prepare lunch! If any non-active
member wishes to be on the circulation list, please let us know.
Another initiative was to register ourselves with the Boroondara Volunteer Resource Centre (BVRC) for
new volunteers. The registration has been most successful, providing us with eight new members to help
us with general engineering, painting, typing, organizing our library and re-designing our website. As
illness and age take their toll on long-time volunteers, it gives us great pleasure and a sense of relief to
welcome new volunteers, especially younger ones. We are grateful to BVRC for their assistance.
Speaking of volunteers, our Saturday numbers have improved to sometimes exceed 20. There are
seldom less than 17 or 18 attendees, a very encouraging turnout. Also Wednesday attendances are
now occurring with a regular four or five stalwarts putting in valuable time and effort.
We played a part in the Melbourne Regatta in August, putting the ship on display and attracting much
attention with our (compressed air driven) steam whistle. Our involvement resulted in good publicity for
Wattle, with articles in The Sunday Age and Docklands News and coverage on TV news services on Channels
9 and 10. We received over 100 visitors on board, to whom we were pleased to demonstrate Wattle’s
heritage delights and our work in restoring them.
In summary, despite the setbacks of re-location and re-establishment, we have had a successful year.
We approach the final stages of the project and look forward to the culmination of our efforts. We invite you
all to visit us to see what we have achieved and to encourage us to keep going with the final steps
needed to get us steaming again.
Tony Lewis, Chairman, BSMM.
Please note our new postal address and location at North Wharf, Docklands. Refer to bottom of
page 10.

LP piston bottom end bearing failure
Howard Mumford
During opening up the subject bearing for survey and examination it became
apparent that there had been a long term problem with the effectiveness of the
gravity feed from an oil reservoir for the lubrication of the LP bearing,
aggravated by other problems. In other words not enough lubricating oil was
getting into the LP bearing. As Howard explains the consequence of inadequate
attention to servicing detail has at some time in the past caused the white
metal in the bearing to wipe and contribute to an excessive bearing clearance.
Fortunately this problem was discovered before a catastrophic failure occurred. Howard explains.
“An examination of the photographs reveals that the white metal of the bearing has wiped and the oil
grooves have collapsed. This would bring about further poor lubrication of the bearing and further failure.
These bearings are lubricated by the boundary film system as distinct from the film lubrication system
as created by independently driven lubricating oil pumps which deliver the oil to the bearing under
pressure.
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With boundary film flow it is necessary to ensure that the worsteds (wicks) which promulgate the oil flow
are kept in good condition. They should not be too tight, of sufficient strands, length and free of other
defects which can affect their ability to syphon oil from its reservoir via the pipework to the bearing.
It is also necessary to ensure that the pipework from the reservoir to the bearing is clear and that the
gauzes or filters in the system are checked and cleaned on a regular basis.
Bearing failure can also be caused by overload due to excessive bearing clearance. It is also necessary to
check valve timing regularly as the cushioning effect of early steam admission may be lost if engine
manufacturers recommendations are neglected.
In order to maintain machinery in top condition it is essential that regular operational checks and
examinations of components are carried out conscientiously and on a regular basis.”

Above: LP piston rod showing bearing replacement in progress

Right: LP rod showing 0.19 mm clearance of the cross head bearing also
showing oil reservoir and feed line to bottom end bearing

Above: Dismantled bearing showing collapsed oil grooves

Right: Wiped white metal of bearing surface
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Workshops

Above:
Hadi and Brian working on the main engine reversing mechanism

Ross updating the electrics on donated wood working machinery

Jeff and Fiona working on steering engine covers

Lionel sanding another piece of bulwark capping

John made Blythe an additional word working bench just to do his dovetails

.
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….including the “Office” workshop

Above: Andy working on our new web page

Mikky explaining the borrowing system for the library

Dalin “typing” up one of Howard’s papers

Howard giving a lunch time lecture on lubricating systems

Above: Our main workshop space; showing woodwork, painting, storage and general
workbench space

Right: Pete working on the ships horn and siren
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Woodwork

Above: Jeff B admiring his varnishing of the bulwark capping
Right: the forward bulwark capping in place

Above: the woodwork team measuring a wheelhouse door for final fit
Right: Blythe adjusting the fit of port wheelhouse door

Left: Steering engine covers varnished .
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Engine Room

Above: Pablo recording thickness determination of main steam pipes

Bob measuring shaft alignment

Above: Flange of the actuating valve cut off showing original stamped date of 24 August 1933 and rechecked on 18 June 1968

Above. Alan emerging from boiler after tube inspection, assisted by Pete
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Jezz working on lubricating reservoirs and feed lines

Deck and Compartments

Above: Cleaning and clearing the steering engine

Kim hand turning the refurbished steering engine

Above: Under the steering engine showing chains that link to rudder

Above: Dick painting rudder box. Note the clear and painted deck

Tony and Pete preparing quadrant for fitting to rudder post

Quadrant keyed and fitted to rudder post
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Above: fitting restored windlass to deck

Above right:
Removing vent for taking back to bare metal and repainting

Above: Jeff painting wheelhouse and showing lining progress.

New and old undercoat on superstructure

Progress on forward compartment. Note lead ballast ingots on left

Wally in the aft compartment with his generator template
– it fits!
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Events and neighbours

Enterprize, Yvonneke, Wattle and Alma Doepel- all berthed at North Wharf

Wattle open for inspection on Melbourne Regatta Day

The Eastern view from the Alma Doepel platform

Part of the sail past for Regatta Day

Crossing the Bar
Since the last edition of Steamlines in April this year four of our shipmates crossed the bar. Captain Jim
Murdoch (May); Warwick Turner (June); Kurt Reiger (July) and Captain Ralph McDonell (October). Each
made an enormous contribution to the operation and restoration of Wattle and each will be sadly missed.
Captains Ralph McDonell and Jim Murdoch were often at the helm of Wattle during the 1980’s and 1990’s.
Both were experienced master mariners who willingly gave of their time. While the restoration was
underway Jim would often come down to the yard at 19 South Wharf and cast a knowing eye over the
work in progress. In recent times Ralph also kept in touch via Dick Francis and was an avid reader of
Steamlines.
Kurt until his death was a regular participant in the restoration program at 19 South Wharf. His
experiences as a fitter and turner, instrument maker and systems engineer allowed him to contribute
widely to various aspects of the restoration. His positive outlook on life will be greatly missed,
Warwick Turner might be referred to as the grandfather of the Wattle. Without his intervention Wattle
would probably have passed from the RAN to the wreckers. With four of his colleagues he made a
successful bid in 1971 to acquire Wattle for $1,500. At about the same time he was instrumental in saving
the steamships Waratah, Lady Hopetoun and John Oxley and thus establishing the Lady Hopetoun and
Port Jackson Marine Steam Museum which later became the Sydney Heritage Fleet. His syndicate was also
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responsible for giving Wattle to the Melbourne based Victorian Steamship Association in 1978 due to
competing career and other steam preservation interests.
Nevertheless Warwick maintained his interest in Wattle through his membership of BSMM and visits to our
restoration site. Most recently Warwick was a key driver in pushing the concept of a heritage fleet
presence for Docklands with Wattle as a key component. Warwick’s knowledge and advice on the
preservation of marine steam will be sorely missed throughout Australia

Someone from the Wattle?
A Chief Engineer with extensive sea service on all types of vessels died and duly reported to the pearly
gates.
A newly anointed angel, filling in for St. Peter, checked his dossier and grimly said, "Ah, you're an
engineer; you're in the wrong place."
So the engineer was cast down to the gates of hell and was let in.
Pretty soon, the engineer became gravely dissatisfied with the level of comfort in hell, and began
designing and building improvements.
After a while, the underworld had air conditioning, refrigeration, flush toilets, the latest digital
telecommunication systems and escalators. As a result of all these improvements the engineer was
becoming a pretty popular guy in hell.
One day, God called Satan up on the telephone and asked with a sneer, "So, how's it going down there in
hell?"
Satan laughed and replied, "Hey, things are going great. We've got air conditioning, flush toilets, digital
games and telephones and escalators. That engineer you sent down here is a marvel. There's no telling
what he is going to come up with next."
God's face clouded over and he exploded, "What? You've got an engineer? That's a mistake; he should
never have been sent down there; send him up here to Heaven."
Satan shook his head, "No way. I like having an engineer on the staff, and I'm keeping him."
God was as mad as he had ever been, "This is not the way things are supposed to work and you know it.
Send him back up here or I'll sue."
Satan laughed uproariously, "Yeah, right. And just where are YOU going to get a lawyer?"
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Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd
Notice of the 2016 Annual General Meeting and Election of Office Bearers
Saturday 26th November, 11.00 am at first floor meeting room, Shed 2, North Wharf
Lunch will be served at 12.30
Shed 2 is located at the end of the Collins Street extension adjacent to where Wattle and Alma Doepel are
berthed. The meeting room is upstairs at the eastern end of the shed.
Entry to the wharf is through the electronic keyed security gate. Park inside the gate as parking officers
regularly patrol the area outside the gate and issue fines.
If you do not have a key pass then call Tony, Dick or Jeff on their mobile numbers (listed at the bottom of
this page) when you arrive at the gate and they will come and open it for you. Do not park and leave your
car when waiting for access – this is when visitors often collect a fine.

In addition to receiving reports from BSMM Office bearers elections will be held for the Board of Directors. Any
member wishing to place an item on the agenda for the AGM should contact the Chairman (Tony Lewis) or Secretary
(Dick Francis).Director nomination forms to Dick Francis.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd.

Board of Directors Nomination Form

Being members of Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd and being eligible under the Constitution we do hereby
nominate
......... ..................... ………………………………………(full name) for a position on the Board of
Directors.
Signature of Proposer... ..........................................

Date ……..

Signature of Seconder ... ..........................................

Date ………..

I ....................................accept this nomination. Signature………………………………..
Date……..

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd.

Proxy Voting Form

Being a member of Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd I nominate the following to act as my proxy at the Annual
th
General Meeting to be held on November 26 2016 and at any subsequent reconvening of that meeting.
Name of proxy ………………………………………………………….

Signature of Member .....................................................

Date …………………..

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd. may be contacted at our new postal address,
PO Box 23387 DOCKLANDS VIC 8012, or through the Chairman Tony Lewis on 03 9846 1819, mob 0410 471819(email
ailston@iprimus.com.au ) or Secretary Dick Francis on 03 9873 2009 or mob 0413 797 791( email wendick@hotmail.com ).
Steamlines editor can be contacted on 03 98762213 mob 0438 772654 or email jeffmalley@bigblue.net.au
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